Observations

By Michael J. Carroll

Words Go To War
Does War Cause Substantive
Word Change?

“W

e have not been
able to fully “RESOURCE”
our
troops in Iraq. We
must provide them with adequate resources.” Thus spoke NPR — National
Public Radio. One wonders whether
words themselves have become a resource for war. Warring states have often treated words essentially as
weapons. True or not, I was taught
as a schoolboy that when the First
World War began, the British went
fishing, fishing for the transatlantic
cable to cut the information link —
the word connection — between
the enemy Central Powers and the
then-neutral Americans. Control
the flow of words or cut it off.
More recently I learned that my
own government was rating reporters on how favorable (or unfavorable) their stories were about
the Afghan war. The government information managers made pie charts for
reporters “imbedded” with the troops.
If stories were too negative, the reporter
was barred from reporting on the troops;
“out-bedded” you might say.
Beyond the effect of words on war, I
wonder if the opposite could be true. I
wonder whether war changes words in
a way similar to the way it speeds up
technology or accelerates changes in
social relationships, e.g., between men
and women, between rich and poor, between races and classes. Does war cause
substantive word change or just make it
more rapid and extreme?
Case in point, when I was growing up,
I don’t remember people and things being “taken out,” at least not in the scary
contemporary sense of the phrase. Peo-
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ple were taken out to lunch or dinner, or
taken out to the ball game. Good things,
by and large, assuming you liked the takers. These days you DO NOT want to be
taken out, because you may not be coming back. Towns are taken out by warplanes. Soldiers are taken out by snipers and “drone aircraft.” A more benign
form of “taking out” comes from traffic

reports, but it is not all that benign. Accidents, road repair work, “police activity”
and bad weather take out lanes on the expressway. “Taken out” no longer means
what it used to, and war may be a big part
of the reason.
Another phrase molded by war is the
ominous “gone missing.”Maybe it began
with lost crews of downed planes and
unlucky members of patrols that disappeared. From there it took on civilian
uses for lost children, wandering senior
citizens, missing hikers and runaway
brides. We may be ready for the phrase
itself to go missing for a while.
Then there is “collateral damage”
which has been worked and re-worked,
analyzed and analyzed again. It’s a euphemism that often covers a horror: the
killing of innocent civilians. Repetitions

notwithstanding, it may be worth another
mention, another stare in the eye, if you
could do that to a word. It highlights the
dangers of what can happen when we allow language to be hijacked. One danger
is that when words like “collateral” and
“damage” are hijacked, they can cover
ugliness and horror and help us tolerate
the intolerable. Timothy McVeigh carried home the phrase from the first
Gulf War to try to explain his mass
murder in Oklahoma City. Collateral damage was his explanation – his
justification – for the incinerated
babies in the day care center in the
federal building he blew up.
I am not the first to notice words going to war. Others have seen, spoken,
and written about it. And not just any
others. Giants. George Orwell in his
essay “Politics and the English Language” raised the alarm more than
half a century ago. He saw words
being abused in defense of the indefensible: “Pacification” to describe people
being driven from homes by bombs and
machine guns; “Elimination of Unreliable
Elements” applied to imprisonment, torture and execution without trial. Orwell
believed that bending words helped people accept the unacceptable.
Talking about war in these times can lead
to talk of torture, a topic that once did not
flow naturally or inevitably from discussions of past American wars. Some think
that torture is discussed too much. Others
think it is unpatriotic to talk about it at
all. Lawyer/Professor Alan Dershowitz
spoke about allegations of torture of prisoners held by the U.S. military. He did
not favor pretending that there was no
problem. Dershowitz said that anything
that “SURFACES” the issue of torture is
a good thing. He apparently rejects the

I wonder whether war changes words in a way similar to the
way it speeds up technology or accelerates changes in social
relationships, e.g., between men and women, between rich
and poor, between races and classes.
childhood delusion that closing your eyes makes you invisible.
If “surfacing” is a creature of war, maybe it comes from the submarine service.

As they used to say during the Second World War: “Don’t they
know there’s a war on?”
And it is not just a war of words.

If you are having trouble with the word “torture” verbal assistance may be available. A former director of the Central Intelligence Agency talked about it without using its nasty little name
at all. He referred to waterboarding as one of the “enhanced interrogation techniques.” A very creative use of words to help tolerate the intolerable. I am not sure whether this surfaces torture
or submerges it.

Michael J. Carroll (MCarroll@clsphila.org) is a public interest attorney
and member and former Editor-and-Chief of the Editorial Board of The
Philadelphia Lawyer.
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